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THE NEW DENVER MUNICIPAL CODE - A
STUDY IN ORDINANCE CODIFICATION
GEORGE LOUIS CREAMER
Chairman, Municipal Code Revision Committee of the Denver Bar Association, and Special Assistant to the City Attorney in Charge of Ordinance
codification

As this article is written, final drafts are in preparation for the
Municipal Code of the City and County of Denver, 1950 edition.
Because this work differs in marked degree from previous Denver
codes and compilations, and because of the fact that it is the consummation of concerted effort on the part of the administration and
Council of the City and County of Denver, and of the Denver Bar
Association, to clarify the heretofore obscure status of Denver
ordinance law, it has been deemed advisable by the Board of Editors of Dicta that there be prepared an issue primarily devoted
to the explication of code matters.
The author accordingly presents this article primarily as a report to the association by the Municipal Code Revision Committee 1
of which he has had the honor to be chairman during the 1949-1950
year, basing the presentation also upon his experience in connection with codification, as a special assistant to the City Attorney,
from 1947 to the present.
Municipal codification in the City and County of Denver had
passed through three principal stages prior to the present project,
those being the codes of 1907, 1917, and 1927. It was the intention
of the charter that codification transpire decenially. Of the codes
mentioned ,only the 1907 work represented an original codification
effort, the two succeeding volumes being primarily devoted to
bringing down to date the original volume. During the period
1927 to 1947, however,
no fruitful steps relative to codification
2
were undertaken.
As a result of the sporadic efforts at codification and the failure properly to intergrate the matters codified, by 1947 the Denver
ordinances had become so confused as to make almost impossbile
reliance upon any substantial portion of them as well as to make
difficult even the matter of location of applicable ordinance material. Moreover, the number of ordinances enacted between 1927 and
1947, averaging over two hundred each year, had rendered entirely
obsolete the existing printed compilation. Only through the excellent memories of Mr. Malcolm Lindsey of the City Attorney's
office, and Mr. Siewers Fincher of the City Clerk's office, fortified
as they were by long continued experience in city affairs, was the
situation rescued from complete chaos.
Recognizing the imperative need for clarification, fellow attorney Quigg Newton, included ordinance codification as a plank
'Bernice M. Buchler, Thomas M. Gilliam. W. W. Grant, Jr. and Gerald M. Quiat,
in addition to the Chairman.
I A W.P.A. project of the thirties proved a complete failure.
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in his platform in the mayoralty campaign of 1947. The necessity
for such measures was also strongly apparent to the incoming
City Attorney in June, 1947, who found that office badly in need
of this most necessary working tool.
Actual codification at that time was impossible, however, for
the reason that before any such editorial and legislative effort
could be undertaken, it was necessary to explore the comparatively
unknown territory of ordinance law, 1927 to 1947. A twenty-year
hiatus had to be filled, and quickly filled, with some manner of
useable reference work, making available the actual substance of
general ordinance law during that period.
THE COMPILED ORDINANCES OF 1947
Accordingly, in July, 1947, under direction of City Attorney
J. Glenn Donaldson, and in conjunction with a city committee on
ordinance compilation,3 the author undertook the work of compilation. That work proceeded during the period July 1, 1947, to January 9, 1948, under the direction of the committtee mentioned,
and in concert and cooperation with the bar committee.
At the outset of the compilation project, realizing that codification was a necessary ultimate objective, the committee examined
the 1927 Code and concluded that it failed to provide a pattern
suitable to be followed in any future work. The 1927 Code, as are
its predecessors, is completely non-analytical. It consists of 82
chapters, haphazardly divided into articles and sections, with sections consecutively numbered 1 to 2199. There exists no equivalence of importance of the subject matters of chapters, which are
arranged neither administratively nor by subject matters, but
arbitrarily, in an alphabetical order. Moreover, neither articles
nor sections have a genuine functional meaning, single sections being of such disparate lengths as ten lines and ten pages. Not having
been given the detailed and cooperative attention of the executive,
legal, and legislative officers of the municipality, the earlier compilations represented, at best, paper and paste compilations, carrying along from decade to decade considerable amounts of obsolete,
archaic, and conflicting material.
For these reasons, it was decided that, insofar as structure
was concerned, the 1927 Code and its predecessors must necessarily
be ignored. A question naturally arose as to the proper method of
organization of the new compilation. Some members of the committee favored organization upon a pure subject matter basis, within the frame of major divisional groupings representing principal
functional areas of municipal administration, while others believed
a code arranged in accordance with the administrative handling of
the- subject matter was more suitable.
Neither of these expedients appeared to be entirely suitable in
view of the peculiarities of Denver administration, and the partic2 Including Messrs, Lindsey and Hoffman of the City Attorney's office and Mr. Hugh
Catherwood, then administrative assistant to the Mayor.
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ular structure of existing ordinances. In many areas, particularly
licensing, the fiscal and the police function so intertwine as to make
necssary joint administration by several departments, as for example Safety and Excise and Health and Charities, or Parks and
Improvements and the Building Inspector. Similarly, many ordinances, while complying with the requirements of subject unity in
a technical legislative sense, do not adhere to the requirements for
purposes of editorial analysis.
A COMPROMISE
Under these circumstances, the inevitable compromise route
was taken, there being evolved a structure midway between the
subject matter and the administrative bases. Major divisional areas
represent functional areas, particularly bounded to include so far
as possible only the administrative area of a particular municipal
officer. Where there was an overlapping of subject matter, ordinances were placed in that division applicable to the principal area
comprised within the ordinance. Where jurisdictional overlapping
occurred, ordinances were placed in those divisions containing subject matter administered by that officer who was given, under a
particular ordinance, functions of first importance.
Thus, in the compilation, the following divisional heads were
adopted:
1. Business and Trade, under which were gathered the majority of our licensing ordinances, are hybrids in Denver consisting
of police and fiscal provisions intimately interconnected. Administratively, the matters are primarily under the Manager of Safety
and Excise by charter requirement. Practically, many other departments, particularly Health and Charity and Parks and Improvements, are involved. The subject-matter under consideration
is obviously the fact that each of the ordinances is in a measure, a
business or trade regulation. Arrangement, in the compilation
stage, was alphabetical, according to the trade or business regulated.
2. Traffic, under which were gathered all of the amendments
to the traffic sections of the 1927 Code, antedating Ordinance
Number 16, Series of 1932, the first comprehensive Traffic Code;
that ordinance itself; and all ordinances modifying it or tangentially bearing upon the general subject matter of traffic. Administratively, primacy is given to the Manager of Safety and Excise,
and the subject matter is one of the most homogeneous to be found
in any division.
3. General Administration, under which head were grouped
a number of ordinances principally important from an operative
point of view, including those ordinances related to the structure
and mechanics of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches
of city government; ordinances relating to personnel; ordinances
relating to fiscal and financial matters, including contracts and
THE STRUCTURE OF THE COMPILATION
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taxes; annexation ordinances; and a miscellany of materials on
commissions, officers, and employees, and general governmental
mechanics not properly includible elsewhere.
4. Health, under which were included all ordinances primarily enacted as health measures, and principally administered
by or under the direction of the Manager of Health and Charities.
There were, of course, numerous interlocks between this division
and Business and Trade.
5. Fire Protection, under which were included a small group
of ordinances dealing with certain categories of subject matter all
of interest because of the fire hazards involved. Adminstration was
principally in Safety and Excise.
6. Public Ways and Places, under which were included those
ordinances dealing with streets, sidewalks, alleys, parks, and other
public areas, and particularly directed to the area of administration
of Parks and Improvements.
7. Transportation,under which were grouped the ordinances
dealing with public transportative agencies, being motor vehicle
carriers, carters and haulers, railroads, taxicabs, and the tramway.
8. Utilities, under which were grouped ordinances relating to
the telephone company and to the public service company.
9. Miscellaneous Offenses, under which various matters punitively interdicted were gathered.
10. Building and Allied Fields, under which were gathered
principally the pre-codal amendments relating to building, the
amendments to the 1927 building sections themselves, and the
amendments to Ordinance Number 32, Series of 1935, the first
Building Code. The latter being a large printed volume, already fully
available, was not included itself in the compilation. The division
also included matter on billboards and signs, electricity, elevators,
housing, plumbing, and stationary engineers. As is rather readily
apparent, the subject matter is well-unified, and the administrative
considerations are primarily those of the Building Department.
11. Zoning, under which were gathered the zoning ordinances,
being amendments to the code sections, or Ordinance Number 14,
Series of 1925.
It is to be remembered that the arrangment thus chosen was
dictated very largely by a single organizational imperative: for
purposes of the compilation, ordinances had to be taken as a whole,
and accordingly could be put only in one place, regardless of bifurcation of subject matter or administration.
It is also to be remembered, for purposes of all of this discussion, that there is a fundamental distinction between "compilation" and "codification," as we here use the terms. Compilation is
merely a bringing together, in some comprehensible and useable
organizational scheme of ordinance material, while codification
represents as well combined editorial and legislative interpertation
and reappraisal of the material.
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THE PROCESS OF COMPILATION

Having made these fundamental organizational decisions, the
committee proceeded to a compilation, the technique of which is
perhaps worth recording as a method which, pragmatically evolved,
proved useable.
Compilation of the ordinances from 1927 (the 1927 Code being
Ordinance Number 156 of that year) had to proceed from original
sources. There are kept on file in the office of the City Clerk three
possible sources: (1) The engrossed originals of each ordinance;
(2) photostats of those originals, in bound volumes; and (3)
printer's proofs of the ordinances, as officially published.
For the purposes of our work, the bound volumes of photostats were used, each volume representing one year, or a portion
thereof, and each containing photostats of many hundreds of ordinances.
As the first steps in compilation, secretaries prepared for every
ordinance, being approximately five thousand for the twenty-year
period in question, a "Form No. 1". This was a mimeographed sheet
with space for the filling in of pertinent data relative to the particular ordinance, as follows:
a. Ordinance No ......... , Series of -----, Book ........ , Page -------b. Title (in full)
c. Enacted: (month, day, and year)
d. Ordinances and Code sections repealed
e. Ordinances or resolutions repealing or modifying
f. General --------Special ......... If special, topic No ---------g. Disposition:
1. Division
2. Chapter
3. Section
Comment:
Sections (a) through (d) were filled in by the secretaries, who were
able to note with accuracy any specific repealers, and the compiler
made investigation so as to be able to note repeals by implication.
Section (e) was filled in from time to time by the compiler as there
were found ordinances modifying, either in terms or by implication,
the particular ordinance for which the form was made. Classification under section (f) was made by the compiler, all ordinances being either general, and so includible in the compilation or the code,
or special, and so excluded from compilation, and filed for reference
only. Files were set up for special ordinances, classifying the ordinances by subject types, so that there may be made complete indexes of all such ordinances for the use of persons to whom accessibility of such material may be useful. Section (g) was also filled
in by the compiler. It was, of course, necessary for the compiler to
read every one of the five thousand ordinances in question in order
to make a proper classification.
Approximately 15 per cent of the ordinances read were classi-
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fied as general. Forms 1 for those ordinances were segregated,
while those relating to the special ordinances were filed, by topics,
as indicated.
Each Form 1 was made in duplicate. One copy was filed, in the
case of the special ordinances, in the subject matter files, and in the
case of the general ordinances was attached to the typed copy of the
ordinance. The second copy of each was filed in a master file for
cross-check purposes, so that there was at all times available a continuous file of all ordinances by number.
Those Forms 1 isolated as relating to general ordinances were
referred back to the secretaries who then copied the ordinances in
question in full upon stencils, making also two carbon typescripts of
the ordinances, for use in compilation work, and attaching to the
typescripts the Form 1 applicable.
THE PROCESS OF INDEXING

As typing of the ordinances was completed, they were carefully
proof read against the originals, and then returned to the compiler
for indexing.
Inasmuch as there was no possibility of determining pagination
in advance of compilation of the final page of typing, indexing was
by ordinanc number and section. In the compilation, moreover, the
index served an extermely useful purpose, for the reason that since
the ordinance had to be placed as an undigested whole, in a single
location, delicacy of reference, by placement only, was impossible.
Accordingly, the index contained every topical and administrative
reference to each section of an ordinance which offered itself to the
ingenuity of the compiler.
THE COMPILATION

When typing was finished, there were assembled from the
typescript copies two master copies of the compilation, in accordance with the organizational outline mentioned above. These were
organized into four volumes, the index making a fifth. Fifty copies
of the entire compilation, and one hundred additional copies of the
index were then mimeographed. Each of these, consisting of 939
legal pages, had to be numbered, punched, and assembled by hand.
Copies were then distributed to each city and county office requiring them, and to each of the libraries in the city containing legal
collections. Copies of the-index alone were offered for sale, but the
compilation, considering the tremendous difficulties implicit in
assembling it, could be made available only in the manner indicated
above.
Master files, consisting of properly classified typescripts and
Forms 1, were then prepared and preserved, anticipatory to codification. A copy of each section of the 1927 Code was mounted upon
a separate Form 1 and classified in the manner indicated above,
to be integrated with the ordinance forms for purposes of use in a
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future codification. The compilation was completed in January,
1948.
During the period of compilation, it became obvious that certain massive areas of ordinance law were entirely out of date. Principal among these was the Building Code, which was many years
behind technical advances in the industry, and the Traffic Code,
which no longer met the needs and requirements of the city.
Accordingly, work was commenced on the drafting of new basic
legislation in both these areas. However, work on codification
generally was suspended, pending some resolution of important
legislative problems. Mr. Duke Dunbar, closely associated with the
preparation of the Traffic Code, has prepared an article concerning that legislation which appears as a part of this issue. Revision
of the Building Code, and the allied areas, particularly the Electrical and Plumbing Codes, has proceeded under the direction of Mrs.
Patricia Maloy.
CODIFICATION

In July, 1949, it was decided by the Council to proceed with
codification, and the author assumed duties as chairman of the bar
committee, earlier adverted to, and as coordinator of the codification project under the City Attorney.
The early steps of codification consisted of a continuation of the
proceedings already described in connection with the 1947 compiled
Ordinances. Messr. Leslie Gross and Edgar F. Conly of the City
Attorney's staff proceeded with that work, integrating the forms
for compilation, including ordinances with those for the old code
sections, and preparing needful forms for ordinances post-dating
the compilation. These materials were organized into a series of
some twenty massive volumes, running to several hunderd pages
each, in which were noted all repeals, modifications, and affectations of one ordinance or code provision by the terms of others. A
second form, called Form No. 2 in our work, was prepared for each
of the ordinances and code sections. This contained its complete legislative and judicial history, tracing the provision back into the 1907,
.1917, and 1927 Codes, and integrating all provisions of like subject
matter, so as to make possible the elimination of overlapping areas.
While the technical foundation work proceeded, numerous conferences involving the Mayor, the Council, and the City Attorney's
office, were had relative to the proper method of approaching the
actual editorial work of codification.
From the compilation project, it had become abundantly obvious that no ordinary codification, of the paper and paste variety,
was desirable, since there had accumulated on our books a huge
mass of absolutely obsolete material. Moreover, long-continued
obfuscation in the field of ordinances had led to the production of
peculiarly variant and markedly contradictory legislation, which
urgently for clarification.
Accordingly, several Mayor-Council meetings were devoted to
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the discussion of the problem of codification, and as a result of those
meetings, the codification staff was given a councilmanic mandate
to make such determinations as to the strict legal effects of repealers and modifying ordinances as might be indicated, and to
make such minor grammatical change as good form might indicate.
However, instructions were given to refer to the council all matters
of substantive change, and all matters of affirmative legislation.
It was deemed desirable that the most complete possible cooperation exist between all elements of city government in the
preparation of so important an enactment as the 1950 Code, and accordingly the council appointed a special committee to sit with the
codification committee in all of its deliberations. This group consisted at one time of Mr. Fresques and Mr. Marranzino, and subsequently, of Mr. Fresques and Mr. Holland.
As it became clear that the project of codification had to include more and more basic revision of ordinance material, and could
not be usefully limited to legal editing functions, further consultations were held with the Mayor and Council, as a result of which
there was devised a revolving committee, consisting of Mr. Donaldson, the City Attorney, the members of the committee of the Council
earlier mentioned, Mr. Leslie Gross of the compilation staff, the
author, and the heads or representatives of such departments as
might be interested in particular areas of legislation being considered for purposes of revision at any given time. The author, being a
representative of the bar committee, was able to maintain liaison
between the bar and codification committees.
Shortly after the organization of the codification committee,
the formal work of integration and cross reference of ordinance
matters and code content was complete, and there was then prepared a master outline of the code, as it would ultimately appear.
That outline underwent pragmatically dictated changes from time
to time, until, in the final draft, it consisted of nine major diviisons:
general administration, police and fire, utilities and transport, public ways and places, zoning and housing, health, traffic, business
and trade, and offenses.
The basic outline of the code was specifically submitted to the
codification committee for approval, and, having been approved
by them, was then submitted to the Mayor and Council, in MayorCouncil meeting, and approved by them jointly.
Having been so approved, the outline was followed in the preparation of complete volumes, one for each major division, comprising a code, as it would have to exist if nothing other than editorial changes and allowance for repeals, both express and by legal
effect, were made. On completion of this work, it was obvious that
passage of a code in such form was undesirable, for no allowance
could be made for correction of archaisms, for changes in policy
necessary by passage of time, and for the filling of very obvious
and serious legislative gaps.
Accordingly, each of the books was then taken in turn to the
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codification committee, having first been submitted for examination to the appropriate departments. Protracted conferences were
held with the committee, in which every section of every book
was given attention, and in which the recommendations, suggestions, and requests of the departments relative to the content of the
ordinances of particular interest to that department, were given
attention.
Research for and actual drafting of the ordinances was done
by the compilation staff under Mr. Gross. All ordinances were
first carefully examined by the author and by Mr. Donaldson, the
City Attorney, and then were referred back to the full codification committee for approval. Thereafter they were put in final
form and transmitted to the Mayor-Council meetings, with explanatory notes, and were in due course filed as ordinances.
In those cases particularly involving special segments of the
public, conferences were had with persons representing those segments, when requested. The Council has uniformly granted hearings to interested parties. However, recommendations of the codification staff have been made on the basis of legal desirability
of change, alteration, or amplification of ordinance matters, and
there has been an attempt to avoid any type of contact which might
allow the entry of considerations based upon factional interest.
In those circumstances where there have been involved publicly
controversial matters, the codification staff, as such, has made no
recommendation to the Council, all such ordinances proceeding in
normal course.
The structure of the Code, during the whole of this process,
has been kept sufficiently open so that provision is made for the
inclusion of all new ordinances as they are passed. As a result
of this, on the date of its enactment, the code will be in all practical respects a complete statement of the ordinance law in the
area covered by it.
As a direct result of the codification project, by the time
the final draft of the code is submitted, there will have been enacted
some eighty major ordinances, repealing, modifying, or enlarging
existing legislation. The effect of these ordinances, however, is not
to' increase the bulk of legislation, but rather to simplify the existing structure of material. For example, it is estimated that the
ordinance on general licensing provisions, being Ordinance Number 68, Series of 1950, serves to eliminate approximately 40 per cent
of the former Business and Trade sections. All provisions as to
dates of licenses, forms of bonds, methods of revocation and suspension, and such other matters are made uniform, and thus need
be set forth in only one place. Similarly, the policy adopted by the
Council of judicially determined penalties, penalty clauses containing only the charter maxima, has served enormously to reduce
the bulk of the Code. We cite these ordinance changes only by
way of example, for the basic tendency of the codification effort
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has been toward simplification, and the result of codification will
be to reduce the bulk of the present code substantially.
LEGISLATION

Because the codification project has initiated the most active
period of legislation in Denver's history, it is perhaps justifiable to
discuss briefly certain of the ordinances stemming from the codification project.
1. In the Field of General Administration
a. Elections: Formerly, under sections 657 and 658 of the
1927 Code, hiring of election vehicles and transportation of voters
to the polls were prohibited by ordinance. Since this is apparently
in direct conflict with approved policy at the present, the sections
were repealed by Ordinance 7, Series of 1950.
b. Councilmen's Districts: Numerous ordinances, covering
standard and necessary areas of subject matter, had fallen considerably out of date and failed to meet the needs of the city at the
present time. Typical among these were the provisions as to councilmanic districts, for no provision at all was made for representation of many recently made annexations. Accordingly, Ordinance
9, series of 1950, was passed to correct the situation. While not a
redistricting ordinance in any sense, it does correct the omissions
of territory, and eliminates certain ambigious references to now
vanished election districts.
c. Commissions and Employees: Various ordinances were
found to exist creating and defining the duties of functionaries
and commissions long since dropped from all active use. Typical
among these was the Code Chapter 77, relating to the city veterinarian, who, inter alia, was required to treat, at the city barn, all
animals that might be presented, charging $0.50 to $1.00 per head
for his ministrations. The city barn and the said functionary have
long disappeared into the limbo of forgotten things, so that a
legislative coup de grace was administered by Ordinance 10, Series
of 1950. The Commission of Civic Benefactors ceased many years
ago to have a function, and the last of its members is long since
dead, as is now the commission itself, by virtue of Ordinance 11,
Series 1950. The war-created Denver Defense Council was eliminated by Ordinance 13, Series of 1950.
A different sort of problem is illustrated by Ordinance 12,
Series of 1950, which in terms repeals section 695-698 of the
1927 Code. It was found that Denver still carried upon its books
ordinance and code provisions prohibiting the employment upon
any public project, even by a private contractor, of an alien. It
was obvious that this particular ordinance had been enacted to the
intended detriment of a clearly definable group, and was in no
way justifiable or in keeping with a spirit of fairness or justice.
Moreover, the constitutionality of such a provision, while never
clearly passed upon, appeared to be sufficiently doubtful that the
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committee unanimously recommended repeal of the provision,
which recommendation was followed by the Council.
d. Rules and Regulations: On investigation in connection
with codification, it appeared that for a considerable time the functions of many offices, departments, and officers had been carried out
by means of rules and regulations, sought to be enforced with the
effect of law, but promulgated irregularly, inaccessible to the public, and impossible of accurate determination. It was accordingly
believed wise to regularize the procedure for issuance of rules and
regulations. To that end, after considerable discussion, there was
enacted Ordinance 34, Series of 1950, which prohibits adoption of
rules and regulations except under the authority of specific ordinance or charter provision. All rules and regulations proposed
must be submitted to the City Attorney for approval as to legality,
and before becoming effective, it is required that they be published,
either in the official city paper, or by filing with the City Clerk,
together with publication in the official city paper of a notice of
filing. Rules and regulations not adopted in accordance with the
formal procedures set forth are not enforceable.
It is believed that this device will limit unauthorized attempts
at government via regulation, and at the same time will make
legitimate regulations at least reasonably accessible to those persons who are most interested in their operation.
e. Appellate Procedures: It was found that even such matters as the appellate procedure to be followed in challenging decisions of the municipal courts rested upon the vaguest sort of
legal basis, and accordingly there was enacted Ordinance 45, Series
of 1950, setting forth the procedural steps requisite for an appeal,
and particularly making clear the bond requirements in such cases.
f. Cigarette Tax: Collation of existing ordinances often required complete rewriting or an ordinance. Most typical of that
situation is Ordinance 49, Series of 1950, involving the cigarette
tax. It was found that under the original cigarette taxing ordinances, there were contemplated two separate sorts of tax, going
to two separte funds. Subsequent amendments made rather vague
the distinctions between the two taxes, and the fund plan itself, a
major fiscal ordinance, by implication made impossible the segregation of funds required under the terms of the original ordinance.
Accordingly, it seemed most prudent to rewrite the ordinance in its
entirety, taking into consideration the legal effects produced by the
various amendments, and by ancillarily effective ordinances, such
as the fund plan. The result was the production of an ordinance
much shorter, much clearer, and much more clearly defined than
that which originally appeared upon the books.
g. Purchases: On examination of our contracting ordinances,
it was clear that, so far as general purchasing by the city was concerned, the only legal regulations effective were those of the Charter, relating to purchases for purposes under jurisdiction of the
Manager of Improvements and Parks. Many millions of dollars of
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regular purchase of supplies and service, however, appeared to be
unregulated either by ordinance or charter provisions. The provisions on contracts were limited to an unfortunate type of ordinance, particularly prevalent in the forepart of the century, seeking to protect certain crafts and guilds, and obviously not conscious of or concerned with the interests of the public in the general fiscal problems of purchasing. Accordingly, such special contracting ordinances-long fallen into effective disuse, though
still on the books-were eliminated by repeal. There was passed
Ordinance 114, Series of 1950, general ordinance concerning purchases. It details methods of bidding, and attempts to regularize
the matter of purchasing, while retaining a sufficient flexibility to
allow the city, without financial disadvantage, to meet emergency
situations, and to take advantage of particular market opportunities presented.
2. In the Field of Public Ways and Places:
The Division on Public Ways and Places is perhaps one of
the most important in the entire Code, dealing with all of the
publicly controlled property and areas in the city, generally under
supervisory control of the Manager of Improvements and Parks.
Unfortunately, it was found on investigation that most of the material relating to this field stemmed almost directly from ordinandes
of the mid-eighties, which had little bearing on current problems,
and not too much cogeny even at the time of original enactment.
For those reasons, there were drafted, through the committee., and
in the m6st dirrect cooperation with the Department of Improvements and Parks, a considerable series of new ordinances, attempting to cover with clarity the entire field of regulation presented.
a. Parks and Mountain Parks: The 1927 Code contained
a very large number of ordinances relative to parks, but the ordinances largely consisted of detailed regulations more properly to be
governed by general enactments, and left large areas of non-coverage. Accordingly, Ordinance 17, Series of 1950, drafted through
the committee, in consultation with the department, provides a
complete regulatory code for both the city and mountain park systems in about one-fifth the space required under the 1927 Code.
b. Protection of Trees: The 1927 Code sections relative to
trees and the office of the Forester being inadequate for the purposes desired to be attained, and moreover, somewhat archaic in
structure, a new ordinance, Number 18, Series of 1950, was drafted
through the committee, in consultation with the Forester. It provides as complete a system of regulation of plantings on public
areas, as was practicable.
c. Permanent Occupancy of Public Property: For many
years, the ordinance situation relative to permanent occupancy of
public property, either by projections over it, or location of structures upon its surface, or by excavations beneath it, had been con-
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fused. This uncertainty applied to the safety requirements to be
observed, the structural requisites of such encroachments on the
public domain, and the administrative control over the granting
of permits. The latter aspects of the matter particularly presented
serious problems, since by Charter the areas controlled by the city,
outside private property lines, are under the absolute and exclusive control of the Manager of Parks and Improvements. The
structural problems involved, however, are very often such as can
be determined properly only by trained engineers and builders.
For that reason, there has long been a tendency for invasion of the
permit process by the Building Department. Through this and
other ordinances relative to temporary occupancies of public property, administrative liaison between the two departments has been
woiked out, so that the actual permit function is exercised by the
Department of Improvements and Parks, while agents of the Building Department, acting as agents of Parks and Improvements, are
able to perform the requisite inspection functions.
One of the major problems presented in the drafting of ordinances during the codification project has been that caused by the
strict delimitation of areas of activity of various departments and
officers by the Charter. Since permit functions, licensing functions, and necessary technical inspection services cannot be performed under the Charter by the same officers in many cases, it has
been necessary to secure interdepartmental cooperation, through
the devices of conditioning of permits and licenses, and the deputization interdepartmentally of personnel. It has been particularly
necessary to accomplish such liaison between the Department of
Improvements and Parks and the Building Department; the Building Department and the Department of Safety and Excise; the
Department of Safety and Excise and the Departments of Health
and Charity and Improvements and Parks. Possibly one of the
strongest affirmative accomplishments of the codification project
has been the clarification of the area of interdepartmental activity.
Closely related to the problems of permanent occupancy of
public property are the problems of temporary obstructions in
public ways and places, regulated by Ordinance 42, Series of 1950,
and street sales, a particular class of obstruction, controlled by
Ordinance 43, Series of 1950. Similarly, the hazard problems involved by occupancies and obstructions of public property, as well
as certain of the administrative problems, are also present in excavations on public property. This was never adequately covered
under the 1927 Code and its predecessors, but is now well systematized under Ordinance 93, Series of 1950.
Probably the most acute of all the problems from the point of
view of the citizen attempting to negotiate the public ways of the
City and County, is that of construction barricades and other temporary obstructions necessitated by building operations. These
matters- have come most sharply into the public notice in the last
several months when as many as three of our principal downtown
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streets have been in some manner blocked by reason of extensive
construction projects under way. In order to secure complete
protection to the public during such projects, there was enacted
Ordinance 136, Series of 1950, providing in considerable detail the
structural requisites of devices for the protection of persons during such occupancies, and providing for a proper interaction between the Department of Improvements and Parks, as the permit authority, and the Building Department, rendering technical inspectional services. It also provides for coordination between the departments in the issuance of building permits and permits for occupancy of public space, in order to minimize, in so far
as possible, administrative delays placed in the way of building
operations.
d. Street Numbering: Even the pedestrian field of street
numbering appeared to require, by reason of lapse of time since
the last ordinances on the subject, considerable change, so that the
system was amplified and modernized, by Ordinance 29, Series
of 1950.
e. Collection and Removal of Rubbish: Investigation revealed that, although the city had, as a public service, for many
years engaged in the collection and removal of rubbish from private
dwellings, the matter appeared to proceed under no specific sort
of regulation or legal provision. Accordingly, in order to make
known the policies of the city in regard to such matters, and to
improve hygenic conditions generally by proper storage of such
materials, there was enacted rather an extensive ordinance, entirely original in subject matter. It was drafted with the assistance
of the codification staff, and after consultation with the proper
administrative officers, but was not in a strict sense a product of
the codification committee. This legislation appears as Ordinance
85, Series of 1950.
f. Aircraft: One of the most important of the municipallyowned facilities is Stapleton Airport. Nevertheless, it has long
been governed without benefit of any modern ordinance, the ordinances governing it having reference to standards of air operation
long obselete, practical application of which would have rendered
the airport a hazardous and useless institution. Accordingly, there
was drafted a series of ordinances, being principally Ordinances
77, 78, and 79, Series of 1950, governing operation and flight of
aircraft over the city, private airports and flying fields, and the
operation of Stapleton Airfield.
g. Proposed ordinances: In addition to the extensive revisory
ordinances mentioned, complete new ordinances have been prepared and submitted to the Council relating to sewers and drains
and to the problem of outdoor signs. These are modernizations of
the sewer and drain ordinance in keeping with the revisions of the
Plumbing Code carried out by the Building Code Revision Committee, and a complete redraft of the Outdoor Sign Code to harmonize with changes made in the Building Code, and the struc-
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tural dictates of modern engineering practice. At the same time
the administrative difficulties between the Building Department
and the Department of Improvements and Parks is resolved.
Though filed, these ordinances, at the date of writing hereof, are
not yet law.
3. In the Field of Traffic:
As has been earlier pointed out, as part of the general project
of codification and revision of the ordinances of the City and County
of Denver, there has been enacted an entire new Traffic Code for
the city, patterned after the uniform code in that area, and specifically adapted to fit the needs of the greatly expanded traffic patterns of a modern city. That ordinance was enacted as Number 31,
of 1950, and is discussed at some length in a special article by Mr.
Duke Dunbar, appearing elsewhere in this issue.
4. In the Field of Health:
Perhaps in the field of health legislation some of the most
markedly progessive steps have been made. Although of enormous importance to the city, and indeed one of the primal city
functions, the functions of the health department for many years
have been carried on without the benefit of ordinance law in any
way calculated to meet the exigencies of our day. The result has
been the attempt by the health authorities to control a field of vital
interest and importance to the public through a series of rules and
regulaions which could find a basis of enforcement only in the acceptance by the industries and persons governed. In order to correct this situation, there have been enacted a number of important
ordinances, particularly dealing with the problems of food, foodstuffs, and food handling:
a. Ordinance 163, Series of 1950, provides a general ordinance for the governance and inspection of all food establishments,
which include all commercial enterprises preparing, storing, handling, or selling food, food products, drinks, or drink ingredients
to be consumed or intended for consumption by humans. Under
the terms of this ordinance, it is unlawful to conduct any food establishment except in accordance with the ordinance and the rules
and regulations provided thereunder, and without having been
accorded inspection services by the Manager of Health and Charity.
It is this concept of inspection services which is uniquely interesting in the ordinance. The ordinary method of regulating a business, trade, or industry is to superimpose certain regulatory conditions upon the structure of a licensing ordinance. A license, however, is at base and in essence a fiscal measure, and the police regulations attached to a license become perhaps of secondary interest.
Moreover, under the Charter of the City and County of Denver, a
license of any sort has to be issued by the Manager of Safety and
Excise, who is presently burdened in that respect with supervision
of a huge number of trades, businesses, and industries.
The problems in connection with food establishments, however,
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are not fiscal problems, but are wholly problems within the police
power, since what must be accomplished is the hygenic protection
of the public. This is a function performable only by trained health
personnel, and so by the Department of Health and Charity. Accordingly, the fiscal consideration being of wholly subordinate importance, it was decided to require, as a police measure, and as a
condition of operation of these businesses and trades so clearly
affected with a health interest, proper inspection by the health
authorities of the city. Thus it is possible to abate as nuisances such
facilities as refuse or fail to receive the required inspection services. The device of the requirement of inspection, together with
the abatement proceeding, adequately served the health requirement, while avoiding the complexities, both for the officers involved
and the possible licensees, in dual function of the Departments of
Health and Charity and Safety and Excise.
The ordinance is of interest further for the reason that it is
so worded as to be applicable to a great number of diverse types of
institutions, related in that they commonly present the problems
of food hygiene. This eliminated perhaps 50 per cent of the volume
of ordinance and code material in this area.
b. Because the problems are more marked and somewhat different in kind and degree in the restaurants than in other food establishments, there was enacted a separate ordinance, along the
lines indicated in the general ordinance mentioned above, governing the conduct of those institutions, it being Ordinance 162, Series
of 1950.
c. For like reasons, a separate code was provided for establishments handling meat and meat products, appearing as Ordinance 185, Series of 1950.
5. In the Field of Offenses
As has been earlier explained, in the new code all of those general police ordinances, quasi-criminal in nature, are collected under
the division of offenses. Many such ordinances, widely dispersed
through the 1927 Code, existed, but were couched in terms either
antique or out of keeping with modern criminological precept. Some
areas existed in which, though offenses constantly occurred, no provisions, either of state criminal law, or of city ordinance were adequate to secure protection to the public.
Accordingly, elaborate discussions were conducted by the codification committee, with the Manager of Safety and Excise, the
Chief of Police, and several officers particularly detailed by the
manager and the chief for that purpose, all with an end to modernizing municipal quasi-criminal law.
a. Direct repeals: Certain ordinances seemed so clearly improper, or so completely outmoded, as to require complete repeal.
For example, section 546 of the Municipal Code made it an offense
for a merchant to purchase from or redeem for any child such
items as yeast tickets. Perhaps there existed a period of ticket
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thefts among the juvenile population of sufficient intensity to
justify the enactment of the ordinance, but few considerations were
seen supporting maintenance of the restrictions upon our books.
They were eliminated by Ordinance 21, Series of 1950.
More serious was the problem of sections 1277, 1279 and 1280
of the 1927 Code, which sections in clearest terms prohibited the
possession of or distribution of any literature relative to the prevention or cure of venereal or other sexual diseases, or concerning the
matter of birth control. Inasmuch as these ordinances appeared to
be wholly indefensible from any medical, ethical, or social point of
view, and inasmuch as it affirmatively appeared that their presence
constituted a crippling impediment in the way of any proper educational efforts in one of the most critically active areas of public
health, it was unanimously recommended by the committee on codification that the ordinances be repealed, which they were, in
Ordinance 23, Series of 1950.
Certain other useless or repetitious ordinances were repealed
by Ordinances 24, 36, and 37, Series of 1950.
b. Substantive Enactments in the Field of Quasi-Criminal
Law: (1). Under Ordinance 13, Series of 1943, it was provided
that it was unlawful for a minor to furnish false identification for
the purpose of purchasing certain prohibited articles, such as liquor
and tobacco, earlier ordinances having established the prohibitions
themselves. However, it appeared that a serious loophole in the
enforcement of these ordinances existed, calculated for the protection of the minor, because of the fact that minors were frequently
able to procure assistance of persons of full age who, as their agents,
made the prohibited purchases. No legislation existed to prevent
this abuse, and accordingly there was enacted Ordinance 22, Series
of 1950, which makes it specifically unlawful for any person to
procure for a minor any article which the minor is himself forbidden to procure.
Many objections had been received relative to the use
(2).
of sound advertising devices, which were, however, in no way interdicted by ordinance. Accordingly, there was enacted Ordinance
28,, Series of 1950, prohibiting the production of loud and raucous
noises by such sound devices upon public property, and also prohibiting emission onto public ways and places of loud and raucous
noises by such devices, thus providing an effective method of abating this particular nuisance.
(3). Considerable difficulty was reported by the Police Department with the problem of narcotic drugs. Many offenses
seemed to escape the attention of the federal and state authorities,
or to be outside the effective area of their operation, while no satisfactory modern ordinances on the subject existed. Accordingly,
there was enacted Ordinance 59, Series of 1950, scientifically defining narcotics, and regulating their possession, sale, and use, in
keeping with the best legal treatment of the problem, emho0ied in
similar federal legislation. It appeared, however, that not only were
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there difficulties arising out of the sale, possession, and use of true
narcotics, but an even more serious problem existed by reason
of the abuse of barbiturates and other somnifacient drugs, matters effectively omitted from both federal and state coverage. Accordingly, an ordinance paralleling the narcotics ordinance, but
covering the field of barbiturates, somnifacients, and other artificial narcotics and hypnotics was enacted, as Ordinance 61, Series
of 1950.
Perhaps the most frequent occasions for police inter(4)
vention are those involving disturbance of the peace or disorderly
conduct. Both these fields were covered by Code provisions, but in
each case there were multiple provisions on the same subject, and
in each case the language used was stilted and obscure. Moreover, it
was found by the Police Department that perhaps the most
serious problem faced by them in this area was that involving actual assault and battery, not in terms covered by any ordinance,
and not practicably treatable under the disturbance and disorderly.
conduct ordinances for the reason that the necessary element of
disturbance of third persons was so frequently not provable. Accordingly, there were enacted three new ordinances, being Ordinance 60, a general ordinance dealing with disturbance of the peace,
Ordinance 62, a general ordinance dealing with disorderly conduct,
and Ordinance 63, a general ordinance dealing with the problem
of assault.
Investigation also revealed that there was a marked
(5)
tendency to deal with a multiplicity of problems under a general
head of "vagrancy," and to make arrests upon the ground of "vagrancy," which could not be justified upon any more concrete ground.
The Code sections relating to vagrancy, loitering, and allied offenses were so vague as to be, if not substantially invalid, at least
subject to the strongest attacks upon ground of policy and criminological theory. Moreover, abuses of the sections had brought
them strongly before the Council, which appointed a special committee for the purpose of investigating the problem. As a result,
the larger part of the ordinances on vagrancy and loitering were
repealed, and a new vagrancy ordinance, Ordinance 64, Series of
1950, was enacted, its purpose being to make this offense as specific
as might be, and to prevent its use as a general non-classified
catch-all.
(6)
Discussions in committee also revealed the interesting
fact that though the city was abundantly equipped with ordinances
relative to the supression of prostitution, pornography, and vice,
we were probably guilty of having legislative prohibitions primarily
directed against outmoded sins. That is to say, the majority of
our ordinances relative to prostitution contemplated a highly professionalized, strictly localized, and rather public sort of practice
and allurement. Our informants indicated that the condition in the
area-which was still active-had shifted from the period of the
cloistered lady, and blandishments at a window, to the period of
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the B-girl, and blandishments at a bar. Inquiry from the legal
authorities in other cities revealed that they were not unaware
of the problems presented in this area, and that our own problem
was by no means unique. It revealed also that little had been
done in the way of development of legislative answers to the situation. Accordingly, Ordinance 65, Series of 1950, is an attempt at
scientific interdiction of the known forms of practice, codifying
the old regulations in the field, as well as being an attempt to prohibit the function of the B-girl.
It is, of course, fully realized by the committee that such
modernization of the interdict is not a satisfactory answer to the
problem sought to be met, but it is believed that it is a method of
making more effective the ordinance as an answer until such time
as social measures, more potent than councilmanic pronouncement,
are brought effectively to bear on the problem.
6. Business and Trade:
Business and trade which, as has been earlier mentioned, is
the area of the licensing ordinances, presented to the committee
a very serious problem. There are regulated, under special licensing requirements, perhaps a hundred businesses and trades. There
are at least as many that are regulated in no way at all by city
enactment. Moreover, within the area of regulation, there are
the most startling deviations in rates of license charges, types of
regulation imposed, and general regulatory structure. However,
the business and trade section is a conglomerate representing threequarters of a century of legislative enactment, and so broadly affecting so many persons as to make any sort of basic revision of the
licensing scheme a measure completely outside the purview of a
codification project.
Thus it was deemed more prudent merely to check the validity
of the regulatory features included with the licensing regulations,
and to attempt to make as coherent as possible the regulations
themselves. On examination of the licenses, it was found that a
great deal toward streamlining of the section could be accomplished by the enactment of a general licensing ordinance, governing the administrative detail in connection with the license function.
a. General Licensing Provisions: Ordinance 68, Series of
1950, was drafted setting forth the requirements basic to all
licenses.
Investigation of the hundreds of licensing provisions indicated
that in each case provision was made for an application, so that
there is a standardization in section 3 of the form of application for
all licenses. Special provisions are possible under the terms of individual ordinance or by rule and regulation of the Manager of
Safety and Excise. Moreover, method and time of payment of fees
is standardized. The form of bond and method of approval is made
uniform, only the amounts, or special conditions, being set forth
in the individual licensing ordinance. Criteria for issuance or de-
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nial of a license are set out with specificity. Uniform provisions
are made as to the contents of the license, transfer thereof, prorating of fees, and dates of expiration. Uniform regulations are
established respecting posting and display of licenses, and uniform
provisions for suspension or revocation are made. Accordingly, all
these features may be eliminated from the individual licensing ordinance, thus cutting at least one-third of the bulk of licensing material, while enormously simplifying administration.
b. Special Licensing Ordinances: Although it was determined by the committee that it was impractical and nearly impossible to revise with any degree of completeness or adequacy the
licensing ordinances themselves, there were several fields of activity, particularly connected with financial functions, in which
new ordinances seemed imperatively to be required. Much confusion existed in the field of pawnbroking, there being a complete
hiatus between the state and city regulations, and between both of
these and Police Department regulations. A complete redrafting
of the basic pawnbroking ordinance was necessary and appears as
Ordinance 70, Series of 1950. Similar confusion appeared to exist in the matter of regulation of employment agencies. There
has been prepared a new ordinance on that subject, which has not
at this writing been passed upon by the Council.
Moreover it was found that there were certain areas in which
the public interest was tremendously involved, but in which no
legislation at all existed. Two of such areas were those relating
to merchant police, or watchmen, and those relating to professional
bondsmen. In both cases the possibility of abuse were marked, and
in both there were indications of fructification of the possibilities.
Accordingly, there were enacted rather broad ordinances governing both activities, these being Ordinance 96, relating to merchant
police, and Ordinance 116, with relation to professional bondsmen.
c. Weights and Measures: Of general interest to all merchants, and to consumers, is the problem of weights and measures.
Nevertheless, all of our ordinances on the subject were almost half
a century old, and completely out of keeping with the work of the
Bureau of Standards in the field. Moreover, the ordinances were
very incomplete in the area. With the cooperation of the Manager
of Safety and Excise, and the Sealer of Weights and Measures,
there was drafted and enacted Ordinance 80, Series of 1950, being
a completely modern ordinance constituting a code of regulations
concerning weights and measures.
We have indicated above only a few of the many ordinances
which have been needful to correct errors in existing material, to
fill interstitia appearing during the process of codification, and to
regularize the body of ordinance law of the City and County of
Denver. The problems arising in the drafting of these ordinances,
and the bases leading to their enactment are, however, entirely
typical of the problems involved in the generality of such ordinances.
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FINAL CODE STRUCTURE

Corrective ordinances having been drafted and enacted, they
were inserted into the proper places in the draft code volumes,
which were then completely read both by the author and by Mr.
Donaldson, final editorial revisions being made, and final structural
changes being agreed upon.
The last major problem then to be decided upon was the problem of a numbering scheme. In determining upon such a scheme,
two desiderata had to be borne in mind: (1) It was needful that
the method selected give a number sufficiently variable to permit the
independent numbering of minute subdivisions, in order to facilitate amendment and in order to facilitate the keeping of the Code
up to date after enactment, and (2) the number had to be sufficiently simple to make possible easy reference by persons having to cite
Code sections.
It appeared, then, after examination of all of the more modern compliations and codes available to us, that some adaption
of a decimal numbering system was advisable. Accordingly, the
author prepared and submitted several such schemes, which were
discussed at length with the entire codification committee. As
finally adopted, the numbering scheme is as follows:
1. The code is divided into nine major divisions, as for example, General Administration, Health, Offenses, etc., as detailed
hereinabove. To each of these divisions is given a number. The
sections dealing with General Administration are the 100 sections;
those dealing with Offenses, the 900 sections.
2. Each division is divided into chapters. Thus, chapter 1,
division 1, would be 110, while chapter 9, division 9, would be 990.
3. Each chapter is divided into articles, so that article 1,
chapter 1, division 1, would be represented by the number 111,
while the ninth article, of the ninth chapter, of the ninth section
would be 999.
Thus, there is a constant numbering scheme commencing with
100 and running to 999, in strict numerical order.
Within the articles, there are sections, subsections, and, in the
case of a very few highly complex ordinances, such as the Fiscal
Code of 1949, or the Traffic Code, sub-sub-sections. These are indicated by numbers placed to the right of a decimal point, the numbers above indicated being placed to the left.
Thus, section 1 of an article is merely written as .1. If there
were subsections, they would be indicated as .1-1 or .1-2. If the
subsections are further divided, and such divisions are infrequent,
the number would become .1-1 (5) or something similar.
For ease of reference, that composite number representing
the division, chapter, and article is carried at the top of each page,
and these run in numerical sequence, exactly like page numbers.
Printed next to each paragraph is its sectional, or subsectional
number. After each number, on the printed page, appears the
proper caption and, of course, the body of the paragraph.
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The full number is never written, except for the purposes of
citation and, in order officially to cite any section, all that is needful is to combine the number at the page head, with the decimal
appearing before the paragraph to which reference is made, so that
the most complex number under the scheme becomes 911.2-2 (2).
While it is realized that there might be an apparent simplicity
attained by numbering sections, say from 1 to 5,000, or some such
method, the simplicity is illusory. Amendment is made infinitely
simple and very inexpensive by the process here used, since only the
minute subsections need to be changed, and so printed. Expansion
of the system, without disorientation of the numbering scheme, is
almost infinitely possible. Ease of reference and acuity of analysis
is considerably advanced. The process used is an adaptation of the
general decimal scheme now used by almost all major compendia
and services, and appears to be the best available, given the Denver
situation.
FORMAT

Investigation was also made, incluaing writing of letters to
some twenty cities throughout the United States in which codes
have recently been revised, as to the proper format for a code.
After consultation with the full codification committee, and examination of some fifteen or twenty recent codifications, it was decided that the most suitable arrangement would be the use of a
loose-leaf system, to be included in a patent binder, with provisions
for periodic supplementing of the Code. In this way, almost perpetual, and entirely accurate, revision may be permitted.
The code volume, when printed, will include the substance of
the Code, analytical tables showing disposition of former code
sections and ordinances, and complete contents and index. It is
contemplated, however, that the new index probably will be issued
subsequent to actual printing of the Code, since the index cannot
be made until final drafts are complete, and it is desired to delay
publication of this important document no longer than necessary.
As published, the Code will contain all ordinance matter,
except the Building, Electrical, Plumbing, and allied codes, -which
will be printed in a separate volume by the Building Code Revision
Committee. This separation is justified by the fact that the Building Code is very largely a technical construction manual, needed
to be used constantly by all persons in the construction trades.
Consequently it should be kept to a minimal size, which prevents
inclusion with the Code itself. Moreover, the expense of duplicate
printing of the Building Code separately and in combination with
the Code of Ordinances is not justified. The Traffic Code will be
included in the regular code volume, as a major division thereof.
When these two volumes are issued, they will supersede entirely all existing codes and compilations, creating for Denver a
completely modern and comprehensible ordinance scheme.

